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Do you want to learn how modern athletic shoes are made? Do you want to learn about shoe

design? How Shoes are Made you will see how the big brands design and produce shoes.

More than just a guided tour through a sneaker factory, How Shoes are Made will show you

how modern sport shoes come to life from shoe design drawings thru sample development and

footwear manufacturing.Footwear design and manufacturing are explained simply and

thoroughly for sneakerheads, students, young professionals or anyone interested in the shoe

trades.Written by veteran shoemaking professionals, How Shoes are Made will give you a look

inside the real world of shoe production. 26 chapters explain shoe design, development,

materials, stitching, outsoles, tooling, EVA forming, final assembly, shoe lasts, shoe prices,

quality control and much more! 222 pages with over 400 color photos, graphs and

charts.Newly updated edition contains an all new chapter on footwear patternmaking.



How Shoes are Made: A behind the scenes look at a real sneaker factory, Shoe Material

Design Guide: The shoe designers complete guide to selecting and specifying footwear

materials (How Shoes are Made Book 2), Footwear Pattern Making and Last Design: A

beginner's guide to the fundamental techniques of shoemaking. (How Shoes are Made Book

3), How to Start Your Own Shoe Company: A start-up guide to designing, manufacturing, and

marketing shoes. (How Shoes are Made Book 4), How to Spot Fake Sneakers: How to Inspect

and Authenticate Air Jordan, Nike, Adidas, and Vans Sneakers (How Shoes are Made Book 5),

The Science of Footwear (Human Factors and Ergonomics), The Sandalmaking Workshop:

Make Your Own Mary Janes, Crisscross Sandals, Mules, Fisherman Sandals, Toe Slides, and

More, Growth Hacker Marketing: A Primer on the Future of PR, Marketing, and Advertising, All

Marketers are Liars: The Underground Classic That Explains How Marketing Really Works--

and Why Authenticity Is the Best Marketing of All

matthew herrera, “If you like to save time, read this book.. If you are interested in designing

shoes, read this book. If you want to start and own a shoe company, read this book. If you

already have a brand and are interested in adding shoes to your lineup, read this book. Plainly

said, this book will save you time and frustration assessing the footwear industry and if it's

something for you. If you’re thinking of participating in the shoe game in any way, the contents

of this book will add significant value to your vision, plans, business, etc. How Shoes are Made

is a goldmine of useful information that you can immediately integrate into your footwear

dreams, I highly recommend it.”

Stephanie Watson, “Pleased. This was a gift to a family member that has an interest in

sneakers.  Very well written and understandable.”

MR AO OSOKOYA, “Part of a Great Series of Books.. I have purchased all 3 of these books

and they are a wealth of insight and information. Furthermore, I have been able to email Wade

and received helpful responses from him. Really recommended.”

Deborah L. West, “I love this book!. I love this book!! I bought it as a coffee table book for our

home because my husband is a novice designer and loves this stuff but came to find out that it

has something for everyone to learn from. It is so interesting to delve into a world you know

nothing about and learn so much!! Mr Motawi is a great author and i hope he writes other

informational books!! thank you!”

M.A., “I found troves of useful information. I bought all 3 books from this .... Very informative. I

am working on developing my own shoe line. I found troves of useful information. I bought all 3

books from this author!”

mlion4, “Awesome book. Best book if you are starting. Great information to begin making your

shoes. Definitely worth the money. ! Ty. Gl”

JJ, “Five Stars. Excellent!”

brigitte, “Great book. Great book if you would like to design shoes, very detail information with

lots of technical and practical information, love it.”



Gc, “Look behind the curtain of the shoes industry. A peak behind the curtain of the shoe

industry a infighting book if you are wanting to know the process or maybe your own”

Ashish sharma, “Good. Good”

The book by Wade Motawi has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 64 people have provided feedback.
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